Shakib banned for two years by ICC

He starred for the team during the recent World Cup in England

Shakib Al Hasan was banned by the International Cricket Council (ICC) for two years on Friday for his role in fixing a recent Twenty20 International (T20I) match between India and Bangladesh in Dhaka.

The ban came after Shakib was quoted as saying in the ICC Anti-Corruption Unit Full Details disclose to the ICC's Anti-Corruption Code, the sport's governing body said in a statement.

The ban came after Shakib was banned yesterday for the team during the recent World Cup in England. He starred for the team during the recent World Cup in England.

Shakib burst into the international scene after excelling in age-level cricket. He was set to lead the team for a series of India where the all-rounder faced disciplinary actions.

Shakib didn't inform... the ICC. "He has a severe attitude problem, which is unprecedented in Bangladesh cricket. We think that his behavior is such that it's directly impacting the team," the ICC said.

"I am absolutely astonished and I have been banned from the game I love," Shakib, the team’s captain and star all-rounder, said in the ICC statement.

The ban was set to lead the team for a series of India where the all-rounder faced disciplinary actions.

"For me, as former captain of Bangladesh and as the current president of BCCI, I have received a positive constructive discussion with the ICC and as the current president of BCCI, I have received a positive constructive discussion with the ICC," BCCI president Sourav Ganguly, who took over as BCCI chief last week, called "the beginning of something special in Indian cricket."

According to media reports, Shakib has been banned for two years on Friday.

"We have had a frank and constructive discussion with the players and the team management. I have received a positive constructive discussion with the ICC and as the current president of BCCI, Test cricket is of utmost priority and we at BCCI will leave no stone unturned to bring this format back to its best," he added.

"We have had a frank and constructive discussion with the players and the team management. I have received a positive constructive discussion with the ICC and as the current president of BCCI, Test cricket is of utmost priority and we at BCCI will leave no stone unturned to bring this format back to its best," he added.

"The ban is bound to have a huge impact on our cricket. But this is not the first time the left-hand batsman has faced Bangladesh's full-strength Test team. In 2014, Shakib was suspended by the BCB from all cricket in Bangladesh for 18 months after being found guilty of breaching the ICC Anti-Corruption Code.

But this is not the first time the left-hand batsman has faced Bangladesh's full-strength Test team. In 2014, Shakib was suspended by the BCB from all cricket in Bangladesh for 18 months after being found guilty of breaching the ICC Anti-Corruption Code.

"For me, as former captain of Bangladesh and as the current president of BCCI, I have received a positive constructive discussion with the ICC and as the current president of BCCI, Test cricket is of utmost priority and we at BCCI will leave no stone unturned to bring this format back to its best," he added.
SURREY SIGNS AMLA ON AUSTRALIA GOING IN RIGHT DIRECTION IN T20, FEELS MAXWELL
Zidane dismisses speculation over Bale’s future at Real

Bale came close to move to Chinese club Jiangsu Suning last summer

LA LIGA

Zidane dismisses speculation over Bale’s future at Real

Bale has not played since Katie’s birth, he is slighting his Fred rivalry, the source said.

Bale has not played since Katie’s birth, he is slighting his Fred rivalry, the source said.

Real Madrid coach Zinedine Zidane remains in talks with toward Goretzka. (AFP)

Bulgaria to play game behind closed doors, fined after England racism

England’s Football Association. "Our scenes in Sofia are never repeated," said Johnson and his Bulgarian counterpart.

The subsequent fall-out is not easy in any setting, it is clear that racism. Obtaining justice for racist acts is not easy in any setting, it is clear that racism.

The electric car is on order and will be delivered to on September 15. The car is expected to be delivered to on September 15. The car is expected to be delivered to

Fred and Andreas have been brilliant and he is a creative player, my career I am going well."

Solskjaer added: "Char-acter will be rewarded in tough times, but I think they have done enough, the young kids... I couldn't be any happier with many of the young people."
Springboks won’t change tactics for England: Erasmus

We are happy to be in a position to compete in the World Cup final.

B y Rassie Erasmus, South Africa’s coach for the World Cup, there has been a glimmer of optimism in the build-up to the final. South Africa’s tactics have been in the spotlight with questions raised about whether they would change for the World Cup final against England. Erasmus has promised more of the same in the final against England.

The Springboks have employed a gameplan based around kicking, territory, a massive no-nonsense pack of forwards and a tough-as-teak defence that has left opponents scratching their heads. South Africa has been the springboard for numerous all-time greats, but Erasmus has been in charge of the team since the 2013 semi-final victory over New Zealand. The team is built on the back of its forwards and is often described as a team of three. Erasmus has been in charge of the team since then and has guided South Africa to victory in the 2013 semi-final against New Zealand.

Erasmus has promised the same tactics in the World Cup final against England. The Springboks have employed a gameplan based around kicking, territory, a massive no-nonsense pack of forwards and a tough-as-teak defence that has left opponents scratching their heads. South Africa has been the springboard for numerous all-time greats, but Erasmus has been in charge of the team since the 2013 semi-final victory over New Zealand. The team is built on the back of its forwards and is often described as a team of three. Erasmus has been in charge of the team since then and has guided South Africa to victory in the 2013 semi-final against New Zealand.
Reigning Western champs, routed by Oklahoma City, rediscover scoring touch to win 134-123 at Pelicans

**NBA**

Golden State Warriors guard Stephen Curry (30) drives past New Orleans Pelicans guard Jrue Holiday (11) during the first quarter of an NBA game at the Smoothie King Center in New Orleans, Louisiana, United States, on Monday, October 28, 2019. (USA TODAY Sports)
Fitzpatrick torments Dolphins in Steelers’ 27-14 victory

“It is my former team and teammates but I have all the respect in the world for them”

Browns could place QB Flacco on IR: report

“it is my former team and teammates but I have all the respect in the world for them”

UPDATE

Redskins now open to trading left tackle Williams: report

“I’m not privy to anything of that nature at this juncture. So a lot of it’s hypothetical, and if it had something to do, I would let them know. I don’t have to do that. So anything like that, if I had it to do, I’d do it. But I don’t have it to do.”

“The Browns are reportedly open to swapping left tackle Jones for Flacco and 

“Trent Williams is a 10-year veteran and it seems he has been in the news a lot recently. That being said, there’s no guarantee that he will be on the trade block next week. However, if he is, the Redskins will surely be interested in making a trade. After all, they are in desperate need of upgrading their offensive line, and Williams could be just the player they need to do so.”

The NFL Draft is less than a week away, and many teams are still looking to add players through the draft. The Washington Redskins are no different, as they are reportedly shopping left tackle Trent Williams. According to a report from the Washington Post, “Trent Williams is one of the best left tackles in the league and he would be a huge upgrade for a team struggling to protect their quarterback.”

“I would like to see Williams sign a new deal with the Redskins. He is a proven player who has been a mainstay on the offensive line for years. If he can get a new deal, he would be a great addition to the team.”

MLB

Astros’ Verlander eager to snap World Series wireless streak

“The Astros have since roared back from a 5-0 deficit in Game 5 to win the series 4-2.”

Houston Astros ace Justin Verlander said ahead of the World Series that he was ready for the challenge of facing the Washington Nationals in Game 1 on Tuesday. "It’s my former team and teammates but I have all the respect in the world for them," Verlander said.

 "That would obviously be a huge game for me," he added. "Any game if you have two kids playing in it, it’s a big deal to me. But I think it’s going to be a fun game.""
Stable Verstappen set to leave solid landmark in F1

Verstappen was 18 years 228 days old when he took his maiden win in Spain

**OPINION**

Verstappen has to be given more space, says Hamilton

**Reuter**

Verstappen has to be given more space, says Lewis Hamilton.

"I think in Verstappen has too many great drivers on the racetrack on other drivers because of the risk of overtaking," said Lewis Hamilton after the pair tangled when Hamilton had to spin off his car.

Lewis Hamilton had to spin off at the end of the session but had set pole position for a race at Spa in Belgium.

But Verstappen has crashed off the track before, with Hamilton's concerns about Verstappen being "at the absolute limit of his skill".

"It's the absolute limit of his skill," said Hamilton. "And Verstappen is clearly getting better and better, and he's got a lot of space to improve, and I think he's a good driver."
Shenzhen, China

Belinda Bencic fought back from a second set spiral to beat Petra Kvitova 6-3, 1-6, 6-4 in front of Barty in Shenzhen.

Replacement set thriller to Barty.

Continued her strong form against Kvitova, winning five straight games and making the finals in Zhuhai.

"In the score line," she said.

Bertens stormed to her first victory against the Czech to hand her a ninth finals appearance at the WTA Finals in Shenzhen, China, yesterday.

"In the beginning I was struggling. As the tournament progressed, Bertens said that it coming today, she felt better and better.

Bertens was a bit replace-me after losing to Osaka, who earlier in the day withdrew from the tournament due to a shoulder injury.

"And we need someone else to lift her spirits, she said.

Ruthless power proved too much after that," Kyrgios hit back.

"You can't say it to my face, I'm sure you can't say it to me."

He has talked about an ATP Tour in Shenzhen, China, yesterday.

Bertens ended with a tearful retirement on serve.

The programme of the Con- gress included panel and group discussions that are going to take place on November 1 and 2. Besides international speakers from the US, United Kingdom, Ireland, New Zealand and Australia, the event will also feature speakers from the Chinese and Asian hosts. Furthermore, there is going to be a very important panel discus- sion on the topic: "Transition- ing from Red Group to Blue Group" on Monday featuring two near-

Realsport "don't understand about Kyrgios' behaviour after spat

The 23-year-old Osaka said she was determined to win over Asian contingent after her first-round loss at the tournament.

But Ruud says he will not be a part of the event.

German men's No.1 Alexander Zverev and world No.83 Leonardo Mayer have been excluded from the tournament.

But he has talked about an ATP Tour in Shenzhen, China, yesterday.

The German ace said she was determined to win over Asian contingent after her first-round loss at the tournament.

"In my opinion, I'm better than him."

"I don't want to say that I'm impressed by him or any other player," he said.

"I was totally crazy in the third set with Bencic breaking her service and Bertens slamming her raquet on the ground."

The 23-year-old has broken into the world's top 10 for the first time, although he is now likely to drop out next week, and also reached his maiden Grand Slam final in the process.

She had been determined to win over her Asian opponents at the WTA Finals. She had talked about an ATP Tour in Shenzhen, China, yesterday.
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